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 One of the main problems in power systems is dynamic stability and 
damping of Electromechanical  oscillations which for this reason power 
system stabilizers are being used and the method for determining the location 
of stabilizer for the purpose of damping critical modes, is using participation 
factors, in which controllability and observability of modes have influence. 
The real value or the amplitude of participation factor is usually used as 
evaluation criterion, while in case that the real values of participation factors 
are close, the imaginary part of these coefficients are also influential, and if 
the imaginary part of coefficients are either negative or positive, different 
results will be obtained. The method introduced in this paper, in modes that 
the value of participation factors are close to each other, priority for the 
placement of generator, installation of stabilizer and the optimum value for 
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These days by increasing growth of industries, need to electric energy has became a necessary issue 
in developed countries and for this reason optimum use of generators and transmission lines is an important 
issue and the importance of dynamic stability of power systems might be seen from the number of 
publications in this area. The results presented in this study indicate that nearly50 percent of papers 
concerning to power systems, is about dynamic stability [1].The Komsan Used the stabilizers, and displaced 
a poles according to a genetic algorithm method in a 16 machines power system and examined the degree of 
improvement in the stability of the above mentioned system and compared these two cases [2]. 
Using participation factor, E. L, Mitto, determined the place of stabilizers in a 4 machines power 
system and studied the behavior of this system by installing and running them in the aforementioned 
generators [3]. Angelo has considered a new cost function for adjustment of stabilizers, wherein stabilizer's 
Gain were also applied, and studied the behavior of the system [4]. By adjustment of stabilizers along with 
FACTS Device L. J. Cai, showed graphically in an article the path of displacement of poles and increased 
damping coefficients from the basic cost function. In a majority of articles that are presented for 
Identification of optimum site for stabilizers, real values of participation factors are used as selecting 
criterion. [5-9]. 
Method" to describe the step of research and used in the chapter "Results and Discussion" to support 
the analysis of the results [2]. If the manuscript was written really have high originality, which proposed a 
new method or algorithm, the additional chapter after the "Introduction" chapter and before the "Research 
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Time response of variation in generators velocity as a result of small variation in electric torque is presented 
in appendix 2. Electromechanical oscillations of all generators are calculated with respect to generator 2(G2) 
as we can see, in the most of the generators, oscillations of speed have been damped in less than 7 seconds 
using coordination of stabilizers. Electromechanical oscillations are inter-area oscillations that are between 
the region of equivalent generator and other generators. 
 
 
3.       CONCLUSIONS 
One of the very important results that obtained from analyzing damping curve of uncontrollable 
poles in this paper is that it is possible to define a new cost function for adjustment of stabilizers in multi-
machine power systems, which is proportional to the square of stabilizer's gain [4]. Upon taking a look to the 
curve obtained from computer simulation (MATLAB programming), damping function of poles versus the 
gain of stabilizers, indicates that this relation is inherently non-linear. If the operation point of stabilizer is 
located in a roughly linear part of damping curve of the stabilizer, it can be approximated with a linear 
function, and local modes damping proportional with PSS’s gain but in uncontrollable poles, operation point 
of the stabilizer is the peak of the above curve and damping curve of the stabilizer might not assumed to be 
linear. Hence we need a target function that could indicate the non-linear relation between damping 
coefficient of modes and gain of the system stabilizers, which might be considered as a subject for new 
researches, and identifying the uncontrollable poles and the manner of controlling them in multi-machine 
power systems is of fundamental importance and coordinated adjustment of stabilizers is also difficult in 
such poles. Studying damping curves shows that in case of uncontrollable poles participation factor method is 
not accurate in selecting the appropriate location for installing stabilizers, and other criteria have to be 
introduced by researchers. 
 
 


































WT  rT  CTbTAK  AT  0qT 0dT   iG  
10 0.01110100 0.0150.707 1 
10 0.01110100 0.0151.506.56 2 
10 0.011101000.0151.505.70 3 
10 0.011101000.0151.505.69 4 
10 0.011101000.0150.445.40 5 
10 0.011101000.0150.407.30 6 
10 0.011101000.0151.505.66 7 
10 0.011101000.0150.416.70 8 
10 0.011101000.0151.964.79 9 
10 0.011101000.0150.1010.2 10 
i  ii TT 42 ii TT 31   iPSSK  Generator NO. 
- ---1G  
7.17 0.05170.37011.552G  
6.83 0.05210.35610.09
3G  
7.07 0.04280.3028.474G  
6.92 0.04930.34112.415G  
7.24 0.05000.36212.046G  
7.04 0.04300.3039.27
7G  
7.44 0.04110.3069.398G  
6.62 0.05390.3576.809G  
7.55 0.05860.44227.6310G  
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